Reader Offers
FLYING FROM BIRMINGHAM & EAST
MIDLANDS

Save

£50

The Beautiful Fjords
of Western Norway
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8 days from £999 Flying direct from Birmingham, April, May,
June, July, August, September & October 2018
This journey to one of the world’s most delightful destinations is less a holiday
and more a treasured souvenir for life.

Tour highlights

ü Enjoy a stay in a wonderful fjordü
ü
ü
ü

Save

£50

side hotel
Be treated as honoured guests by
the welcoming villagers
Journey by express boat from your
hotel through breathtaking scenery
to ‘Fjordland Capital’ Bergen
A fascinating ‘Fjord-Life’ tour
Explore further the pristine

Save

£50
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ü
ü

interior on unforgettable optional
excursions
Fully escorted by a friendly,
experienced tour manager
Seven nights’ four-star half-board
hotel accommodation, return
flights and transfers

*Book by 14 Dec 2017. Prices shown do not include discount.
Not valid with any other offer, subject to availability and may be
withdrawn at any time.
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Prague, Budapest & Vienna

Moscow & St Petersburg

Discover and explore some of Europe’s most historic, vibrant and colourful cities.

An escorted tour lifting the veil on two of the Northern Hemisphere’s most
extraordinary, intriguing and exciting cities.

8 days from £779 Flying direct from an airport near you,
March to November 2018
Tour highlights
Enjoy an included tour of Prague
See Charles’ Bridge’s blackened
statues and Old Town Square’s
fascinating astronomical clock
Journey through forested Bohemia
A guided tour brings to life
Imperial Vienna
See the Ringstrasse buildings and
the Hofburg Palace
En-route visit to Bratislava
A guided tour of Budapest, with its
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Save

£50
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style and traditional thermal baths

ü River cruise in Budapest, with views
of the vast Gothic Parliament
ü Fully escorted by a friendly,
experienced tour manager
ü Seven nights’ four-star bed
and breakfast touring hotel
accommodation, return flights
and transfers

*Book by 14 Dec 2017. Prices shown do not include discount.
Not valid with any other offer, subject to availability and may be
withdrawn at any time.

Tour highlights

Hermitage Museum

Save

£50
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Enjoy a break with a difference, as you discover Europe’s
most surprising capital, explore the ‘Land of Fire and Ice’ and
search for a celestial phenomenon.
Tour highlights

ü A guided tour of Reykjavík
ü Go in search of the Aurora Borealis
ü On the five-day break, there’s the opportunity to join an
excursion to view volcanos and puffins
ü Fully escorted by a friendly, experienced tour manager
ü Three or four nights’ bed and breakfast hotel
accommodation, return flights and transfers

*Book by 14 Dec 2017. Prices shown do not include discount. Not valid with any other offer,
subject to availability and may be withdrawn at any time.

QUOTE

those ‘must-see,
must-do’ places
ü Unbeatable
value, quality and
service
ü Comprehensive,
thoughtfully
planned
itineraries
ü Interesting
included
guided tours &
excursions
ü Fully escorted
by a friendly,
experienced tour
manager
ü Comfortable
accommodation
in hand-picked,
good quality
hotels

ü Enjoy a fascinating guided tour of the ü Daytime train journey from Moscow
Russian capital
to St Petersburg
ü Take in the Kremlin, onionü Fully escorted by a friendly,
domed St Basil’s and the famous
experienced tour manager
Bolshoi Theatre
ü Six nights’ carefully chosen bed and
breakfast accommodation, return
ü Spend three nights in St Petersburg
and transfers
ü Enjoy a fascinating introductory tour *Bookflights
by 14 Dec 2017. Prices shown do not include discount.
of the exquisite ‘Venice of the North’
Not valid with any other offer, subject to availability and may be
withdrawn at any time.
ü Visit the world-renowned

4 or 5 days from £729 Flying direct from
Birmingham, Feb & Mar, Nov & Dec 2018, Feb &
Mar 2019

OST

ü Experience all

7 days from £865 Flying direct from Birmingham, March to
May, September to December 2018, January to April 2019

Iceland – Reykjavík &
the Northern Lights

Call 0330 160 8017

Discover
more on an
escorted
tour!

Visit newmarketholidays.co.uk/ost

Budapest & Lake
Balaton

6 days from £649 Flying direct from
Birmingham, Apr, May, Jun, Aug & Sept 2018
The glorious ‘Pearl of the Danube’ and the beautiful
‘Hungarian Sea’, brought to life on a two-centre tour.
Tour highlights

ü A guided tour of the sights of Budapest
ü Spend two nights on lake Balaton
ü Visit Baroque artists’ enclave Szentendre
ü Enjoy a lake tour, including Balatonudvari, Keszhely’s neoBaroque Festetics Palace and wine-producing Badacsony
ü Fully escorted by a friendly, experienced tour manager
ü Five nights’ bed and breakfast hotel accommodation,
return flights and transfers

*Book by 14 Dec 2017. Prices shown do not include discount. Not valid with any other offer,
subject to availability and may be withdrawn at any time.

These holidays are organised & operated by Newmarket Holidays Ltd. ABTA
V7812. ATOL protected 2325. Subject to availability. Single supplements
apply Standard phone charges

